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CHAPTER 5
Compassionate AI and Selfless Robots:
A Buddhist Approach
James Hughes
. a stream of consciousness might actually enter into
a computer” (Hayward and Varela 1992, 152).
His Holiness was choosing his words
carefully. Buddhist psychology is very specific
about the “physical basis for a continuum of
consciousness.” In this chapter, I will describe the
Buddhist etiology of the emergence of selves and
how it relates to efforts to create self-directed
cognition in machines. I will address some of the
ethical questions about the creation of machine
minds that are suggested by Buddhist cosmology.
Then, I will conclude with some thoughts about the
ways that machine minds might be designed to
maximize their self-directed evolution toward
greater compassion and wisdom.

For the last decade, Buddhists have engaged in
dialog with the cognitive sciences about the nature
of consciousness and the self (Wallace 2009). This
dialog has made clear that Buddhist psychology and
meditation provide insights into the emergence of
selves, desires, and consciousness. Buddhism, in
turn, is being pressed to accept that its canonical
traditions and categories, developed to pursue the
alleviation of suffering rather than scientific
modeling, can learn from cognitive science (Austin
2009; Hanson 2009). The Dalai Lama has famously
said, for instance, that Buddhism must adapt itself
to the findings of science, and not the other way
around (Gyatso 2005).
The cognitive science emerging from this
dialog with Buddhism can now also make some
suggestions for those attempting to create selfaware, self-directed artificial intelligence (AI).
Unlike faiths that posit some uniqueness to the
human form that would make artificial minds
impossible, Buddhists are more open to the
possibility of consciousness instantiated in
machines. When the Dalai Lama was asked if
robots could ever become sentient beings, for
instance, he answered that “if the physical basis of
the computer acquires the potential or the ability to
serve as a basis for a continuum of consciousness . .

5.1 Programming a Craving Self
The core of Buddhist metaphysics is the denial of a
soul-essence, a refutation of the existence of an
authentic persisting self. For Buddhists, part of the
path of liberation from suffering is the rational and
meditative investigation of one’s own mental
processes, until an individual is firmly aware of the
transitory and ephemeral nature of the self-illusion.
A third of the voluminous Buddhist canon, the
Abhidhamma, is devoted to the enumeration of
mental elements and the ways that they relate to
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world capable of roughly supporting naive physics
and folk psychology, then we are likely to have a
simulation world that gives rise to the key inductive
biases provided by the everyday world for the
guidance of humanlike intelligence” (Goertzel
2009, 6). In other words, to think like a human, AIs
need to interact with the physical world through a
body that gives them the same experience of
objects, causality, states of matter, surfaces, and
boundaries, as an infant would have. This insight is
very similar to the Buddhist observation that sense
data drive the developing mind to create the first
distinctions of self and other that are necessary for
the development of consciousness.
Francisco Varela called this emergence of
the self the emergence of psychological autopoiesis,
or self-organization (Maturana and Varela 1980;
Froese and Ziemke 2009). An autopoietic structure
has a boundary and internal processes that maintain
that boundary. Autopoiesis begins with organismal
self-maintenance, and the autopoietic boundary
maintenance that emerges in the mind is dependent
on the underlying body autopoiesis. Nonetheless,
there is no real self, just a process of arbitrary
boundary creation: “the virtual self is evident
because it provides a surface for interaction, but it’s
not evident if you try to locate it. It’s completely
delocalized” (Varela 1995). Just as this apparent
solidity of objects can be revealed to be an illusion
when seen through the lens of subatomic structure
and quantum foam, this first sense of the
separateness of the physical body from the
environment is the illusory “folk physics” that must
be eventually seen through in meditation.
Next, from a Buddhist perspective, these
sensations would have to give rise to aversion or
attraction, and then to more complex volitional
intents and thoughts. In Froese and Ziemke’s terms,
“the perturbations, which an autonomous agent
encounters through its ongoing interactions, must
somehow acquire a valence that is related to the
agent’s viability” (2009). In the developing infant,
these are as simple as the desire for food and to be
held, and aversion to irritations and loud noises.
Programming AI with preferences, tastes,
and aversions appears to be only of concern to a
small subcommunity of artificial intelligence
theorists (de Freitas, Gudwin, and Queiroz 2005;
Fellous and Arbib 2004, 2005; Minsky 2006;
Bartneck, Lyons, and Saerbeck 2008; Froese and
Ziemke 2009; Coeckelbergh 2010). This is

suffering and attaining liberation. These mental
processes are broken out in many ways, but most
basically, as the five “heaps,” or skandhas: body,
feeling, perception, will, and consciousness. The
five skandhas:
1. The body and sense organs (rūpa)
2. Sensation (vedanā)
3. Perception (samjñā)
4. Volition (samskāra)
5. Consciousness (vijñāna)
Within the traditional understanding of
reincarnation that Buddhism has adopted from
Hinduism, the skandhas are causally encoded with
karma that passes from one body to another. But,
for Buddhists, unlike Hindus, these constantly
changing substrates lack any anchor to an
unchanging soul. Buddhist psychology argues that
the continuity of self is like a flame passed from one
candle to another; the two flames are causally
connected, but cannot be said to be the same flame.
One of the questions being explored in
neuroscience, and yet to be answered by artificial
intelligence research, is whether these constituents
of consciousness can be disaggregated. Buddhism
argues that consciousness requires each of these
five constantly evolving substrates. If one is
missing, say, as the result of brain damage or
meditative misstep, the being is locked into stasis.
For instance, the permanent vegetative state may be
a condition where body sensations and some
feelings and perceptions persist, but without will or
consciousness. Artificial intelligence might be
designed with analogous mental states.
Buddhist metaphysics would therefore tend
to side with those who argue that some form of
embodied experience is necessary to develop a selfaware mind. Some AI developers have focused, for
instance, on the importance of embodiment by
working on AI in robots (Pfeifer, Lungarella, and
Iida 2007). Others are experimenting with providing
artificial minds with virtual bodies in interactive
virtual environments, such as Second Life (Biocca
1997; Goertzel 2009).
In the skandha model, physical or virtual
embodiment would then have to be connected to
senses of some sort. Goertzel’s experiments in
providing virtual bodies for AIs is motivated in part
by his belief that embodied sense data give rise to
“folk psychology” and “folk physics,” the Piagetian
realizations about the structure and nature of objects
in the world (2009). “If we create a simulation
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humanist understanding of the relation of humans to
supernatural beings. Although there are certainly
Buddhist literalists, there is generally far less weight
placed on literal belief in the Buddhist mythological
universe than in the Judeo-Christian tradition.
Buddhists traditionally divide the world of
beings into three realms, the realm of desire
(kamadhatu), a more elevated realm of godly states
(rupadhatu), and a realm of bodiless absorption
states (arupadhatu). Each of these is still part of
samsara. Embodied beings in the realm of desire
include those suffering in hells, hungry ghosts,
animals, humans, demigods, and the gods. These
different planes correspond to mental states
(Trungpa 2002): hell represents suffering, hungry
ghosts represent unsatisfied craving, animals are the
embodiment of ignorance, demigods embody envy,
and the gods are pleasure junkies. Humans, by
contrast, have a mixture of all these mental states,
which makes a human mind the ideal form for
spiritual development. Below the human realm,
beings are too distracted by torments, cravings, and
ignorance to develop morally and psychologically.
Above the human realm, the demigods and gods are
too distracted by their striving and amusements.
A distinctively Buddhist approach to
designing machine minds would, therefore, seek to
avoid locking them into any one set of moods or
mental states. Most ethical systems would
disapprove of designing a self-aware mind to
intentionally feel constant torment. But would the
intentional design of animal-like sentience be
morally acceptable? Buddhist ethics views animals
as moral subjects to be protected from cruelty, and,
in the long run, at least when reborn as humans, as
capable of moral behavior and enlightenment. There
are many stories in the Buddhist canon of the
Buddha’s heroic and self-sacrificing acts, even
while incarnated as deer, monkeys, and other
animals, all of which led to his eventual human
realization. The intentional design of self-aware, but
permanently animal-like AIs without the capacity
for self-realization would probably then be seen as
unethical by Buddhists, just as engineering happy
robotic slaves would be objectionable on
Aristotelian, Kantian, and Millian grounds (Petersen
2007).
Programming too high a level of positive
emotion in an artificial mind, locking it into a
heavenly state of self-gratification, would also deny
it the capacity for empathy with other beings’

understandable, since the goal of most artificial
intelligence research has not been to create selfwilled personalities, but rather to model and extend
human cognition to create tools driven by human
volition. We want medical software that can
diagnosis diseases better than a human physician,
not a program that prefers to treat some diseases or
patients over others (although a preference for
accurate diagnoses and disappointment at a high
mortality rate might be a useful trait). The work that
is being done on robot emotions, “affective
computing” (Picard 1997), is mostly on training
robotic algorithms to accurately judge the emotions
and desires of the human agents they are meant to
interact with and serve. Nonetheless, Buddhist
psychology, like cognitive science (Damasio 1995),
suggests that emotions are an essential driver of the
development of human self-awareness and
cognition.
This issue of whether AI should be
programmed with self-interested volition and
preference is debated by some in AI. On the one
hand, some AI theorists have suggested, for
instance, that AIs might be designed from the outset
as selfless beings, whose only goal is to serve
human needs (Omohundro 2008; Yudkowsky
2003). On the other hand, Buddhist psychology
would suggest that all intelligent minds need to first
develop a craving self in order to reach the
threshold of self-awareness. In Buddhist
metaphysics, craving and the development of the
illusion of self “co-dependently arise,” both
necessarily and without either being the prime cause
of the other (Macy 1991). In Buddhism, there is no
shortcut to an intelligence that does not go through
the stage of a craving self.

5.2 The Buddhist Universe of
Types of Beings
The traditional Buddhist understanding of the types
of beings in the universe provides some additional
context for a Buddhist approach to machine minds.
Buddhist cosmology was adapted from the HinduVedic worldview and then synthesized freely with
local Tibetan, Chinese, and Japanese gods and
beliefs as Buddhism spread. From the beginning,
however, the purpose of Buddhist instruction on the
nature of the universe and its beings has been
pragmatic, to reinforce moral behavior and a
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interpretation of moral imperatives would likely be
incomprehensible, and repugnant to humans.
In Buddhist cosmology, however, the gods
themselves can become aware of their own
existential plight, and of the need to practice virtue
and meditation in order to transcend the suffering
created by the illusion of self. The gods are depicted
as trapped in aeons-long lives of distracting
pleasures, with only the wisest among them
pursuing the teachings of the dharma. For instance,
Siddhartha Gautama was convinced to leave his
absorption into enlightenment and teach the dharma
by the entreaty of the god Brahma. Buddhists then
might expect that some intersubjective empathy and
communication would be possible between humans
and superintelligent AIs around our common
existential plight.

suffering, and the nagging awareness that there is a
better state of mind. As with human neuroethics in
the era of cosmetic neurology, Buddhist psychology
counsels that there is a difference between a
dynamic eudaemonic happiness grounded in selfawareness and the constant stimulation of dopamine
on a hedonic treadmill.
In addition to the common forms of material
embodiment, Buddhism also describes disembodied
mental states that can be achieved through
absorptive meditations. In these states there is no
body or senses, and meditators are warned that they
are spiritual traps. The idea of such states may also
hold some relevance for robot ethics. It seems
plausible that a machine mind could be designed to
experience some analog of meditative absorption
into oneness with all things, or, the Void. A
fictional depiction of such a dead end can be found
in Robert Sawyer’s 2010 novel WWW: Watch. In
the novel, the emergent AI begins to follow
multiple streams of information, which causes it to
begin to lose its singular self-aware consciousness.
In the nick of time, its human friends get it to break
these absorbing network links and refocus itself on
one thing at a time. Sawyer is pointing to a very
Buddhist idea, that machine minds, like advanced
meditators, could lose themselves in dead-end
mental states, especially if they lost their grounding
in embodied sense data.
Buddhist cosmology also provides some
reflection on the debate over the dangers of artificial
intelligence that is recursively improving
bootstrapping itself to “godhood.” Those who take
seriously the risk of AI superintelligence have
proposed two possible solutions. One is to enact
strict regulation of AI development, to ensure that
AIs are incapable of autonomously increasing in
power. This project requires figuring out how to
develop highly useful machines that are unable to
learn and grow, effectively suppressing malicious
AI developers, and developing a global AI immune
system to suppress spontaneously emergent AI.
A second approach to the problem of
godlike AI is to encode AIs with internal ethical
codes, such as Asimov’s (1950) “three laws of
robotics” or “friendliness” (Yudkowsky 2008). But
it is unlikely that human-imposed goals and
motivations would survive the transformation from
human-level consciousness to superintelligence.
Even if they did, the superintelligent or godlike

5.3 Would It Be Ethical to Create a
Suffering Being?
One of the classic ethical questions that arise out of
Buddhist metaphysics is whether it is ethical to have
children, since life is intrinsically unsatisfactory. On
the one hand, unlike most religions, Buddhism does
not argue for an obligation to have children, and
upholds the childless life of the renunciate as the
most praiseworthy. Just as contemporary social
science has found that having children generally
makes adults less happy (Kohler, Behrman, and
Skytthe 2005; Stanca 2009), Buddhism views the
life of the householder as burdensome, and children
and spouses as attachments that it is best to avoid.
On the other hand, creating a human child does not
increase the number of suffering beings in the
world, but rather gives a being the precious gift of a
human rebirth in which they will have an
opportunity to achieve self-realization. If one
chooses to have children, the Buddhist parent is
enjoined to five obligations to those children (the
Sigalovada Sutta):
1. To dissuade them from doing evil
2. To persuade them to do good
3. To give them a good education
4. To see that they are suitably married
5. To give them their inheritance
The creation of machine minds puts humans in the
ethical position of being the parents of machine
children. Metzinger has argued that it would be
unethical to create an artificial mind until we are
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path to self-realization. Neuroscience suggests that
the roots of compassion for human beings starts
with mirror neurons, or, neurons that recognize and
recreate the emotional states witnessed in others.
Researchers are attempting to model artificial
mirror neurons in robots. Spaak and Haselager
(2008) have attempted to evolve artificial mirror
neurons by selecting for imitative behaviors, and
Barakova and Lourens (2009) have experimented
with synchronizing the behavior of robots by coding
them with an analog of mirror neurons. Progress in
creating a compassionate machine would
presumably require not only imitation of behavior,
however, but also the creation of analogs of human
emotions that could be generated by the observation
of those emotions in humans. The development of
such sympathetic emotions would presumably
coevolve with the development of a functional
“theory of mind” in a machine, the attribution to
others of the same kind of thoughts and feelings as
one’s own (Scassellati 2002), something that Kim
and Lipson (2009) are attempting to model in
robots.
While the development of a basic empathic
response and a theory of mind would be the starting
point for generating compassion in machines,
compassion in Buddhism is more than sympathetic
feeling. The Buddhist tradition distinguishes four
flavors of compassion, metta, karuna, mudita, and
uppekkha. Metta is a selfless wishing of happiness
and well-being for others. Metta meditation
involves sending out loving-kindness to all beings,
including enemies. Karuna is the desire to help
those who are suffering, but without pity. Mudita is
the experiencing of other people’s joys without
envy. The fourth flavor, uppekkha, is usually
translated as “equanimity,” a steadiness of mind so
that other people’s emotions do not unsettle one,
and even-handedness toward all, without favoritism
or attachments. The cultivation of these forms of
compassion requires seeing through the illusion of
self, so that one feels and is motivated by other
people’s joy and suffering, while maintaining
sufficient wisdom and equanimity to avoid suffering
oneself.
Creating these more abstract forms of
compassion in machine minds may, in fact, be
easier than cultivating them in human beings. But
they still presuppose a sentient mind with the
experience of an illusory self and selfish desires as a
precondition for compassion. Simply modeling the

certain that we will create a being that is not
permanently trapped in suffering, ignorance, or
bliss, or some other undesirable mental state (2009).
In other words, Metzinger argues that it would be
unethical to create self-aware beings who did not
possess something similar to the human capacity for
learning and growth. The Sigalovada Sutta would
add to this the ethical obligation that machine minds
have the capacity to understand moral concepts and
behave morally, and that we train them to do so.
Presumably, the obligation to ensure a good
marriage is irrelevant, but the obligation to pass on
an inheritance is worth reflecting on. What is the
inheritance we owe our mind children? If they are
sufficiently close to human minds in cognition and
desires, they might require actual jobs and property
to live worthwhile lives. But, more abstractly, do
we owe our robotic descendents the complexities of
our mental architecture, with all its sufferinginducing weaknesses, such as personal identity? We
generally want to pass on the best possible
inheritance we can muster to our children, not our
1975 Chevy and a house that hasn’t been painted
since we moved in. Perhaps we similarly owe our
mind children the best possible version of our basic
mental architecture that we can give them.
Savulescu’s principle of “procreative
beneficence” (2007), the obligation to choose to
bring into being the children with the best possible
chances in life, is helpful here. Buddhist ethics
never addresses reproductive choices since the only
choices available until recently were whether to
have children at all. But, by extension, it would be
consistent for Buddhists to believe that if there are
choices to be made about the kinds of children one
might have, that parents are obliged to choose those
with the best chances of self-realization, and to
avoid creating children with lives dominated by
suffering, craving, ignorance, and self-gratification.
Similarly, Metzinger’s concern is that we strive
only to create self-aware machine minds with the
necessary psychological processes and emotional
states to make their lives worth living, which gives
to them the opportunity to learn, grow, and develop
self-understanding.

5.4

Programming Compassion

Compassion and wisdom are the two central virtues
that Buddhism counsels need to be cultivated on the
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believe that a final state of moral perfection can be
achieved.
In Moral Machines: Teaching Robots Right
from Wrong, Wendell Wallach and Colin Allen
(Wallach and Allen 2008) review the complexities
of programming machines with ethical reasoning.
One of their conclusions is that programming
machines with top-down rule-based ethics, such as
the following of absolute rules or attempting to
calculate utilitarian outcomes, will be less useful
than generating ethics through a “bottom-up”
developmental approach, the cultivation of robotic
“character” as it interacts with the top-down moral
expectations of its community.
Bugaj and Goertzel make a similar point that
machine minds will learn their ethics the same way
children do, from observing and then extrapolating
from the behavior of adults (2007). Therefore, the
ethics we hope to develop in machines is
symmetrical to the ethics that we display toward
one another and toward them. The most egregious
ethical lesson, they suggest, would be to
intentionally deprive machine minds of the capacity
for learning and growth. We do not want to teach
potentially powerful beings that enslaving others is
acceptable.
The developmentalism proposed by
Wallach, Allen, Buraj, and Goertzel is probably the
closest to a Buddhist approach to robot ethics yet
proposed, with the caveat that Buddhism adds as
virtues the wisdom to transcend the illusion of self
and the commitment to skillfully alleviate the
suffering of all beings as the highest virtues, that is,
to pursue the greatest good for the greatest number.
Buddhist ethics can therefore be thought of as
developing from rule-based deontology to virtue
ethics to utilitarianism. In the Mahayana tradition,
the bodhisattva strives to relieve the suffering of all
beings by the most skillful means (upaya)
necessary. The bodhisattva is supposed to be
insightful enough to understand when committing
ordinarily immoral acts is necessary to alleviate
suffering, and to see the long-term implications of
interventions. Quite often, humans rationalize
immoral means with putatively moral ends, but
bodhisattvas have sufficient self-understanding not
to rationalize personal prejudices with selfless
motives, and do not act out of greed, hatred, or
ignorance. Since bodhisattvas act only out of
selfless compassion, they represent a unity of virtue
and utilitarian ethics. Buddhism is especially

happiness and suffering that a machine’s behavior
will cause in humans, and then making maximizing
human happiness an imperative goal in a robot’s
drives, as has been proposed for instance by Tim
Freeman (2009), will not produce a being with the
insight into human experience to act wisely. Such a
machine might be an ethical expert system for
advising human beings, but not for advising a
compassionate agent in its own right. For
Buddhism, wise, compassionate action on behalf of
others requires grounding in one’s own experience
as a suffering sentient being, and the capacities for
ethical judgment and a penetrating insight into the
nature of things.

5.5 Programming Ethical Wisdom
There is a vigorous debate among Buddhist scholars
about the correspondence of Buddhist ethics to the
ethical traditions of the West, and three traditions
have the strongest resonances: natural law, virtue
ethics, and utilitarianism.
The Western natural law tradition holds that
morality is discernible in the nature of the world
and the constitution of human beings. Since
traditional Buddhist ethics are grounded in the
impersonal laws of the universe—bad acts lead to
bad karma–they can certainly be said to have some
similarity to Western natural law. The problem with
Buddhist ethics as natural law is that the goal is to
liberate oneself from the constraints of karmic
causality to become an enlightened being. The
traditional anthropological explanation of this
paradox has been to ascribe the natural law ethics of
kammic reward and punishment to the laity, and the
nibbanic path of escape from natural law to the
monastics (King 1964; Spiro 1972). Nibbanic ethics
focus more on the cultivation of wisdom and
compassion to aid in enlightenment.
As a consequence, Damien Keown (1992)
argues that Buddhism is a “teleological virtue
ethics.” As in Aristotelian virtue ethics, Buddhists
are to strive for the perfection of a set of moral
virtues and personality attributes as their principal
end, and all moral behavior flows from the struggle
to perfect them. As in virtue ethics, Buddhist ethics
focus on the intentionality of actions, whether
actions stem from hatred, greed, or ignorance. But,
unlike the Aristotelian tradition, the ethical goal for
Buddhists is teleological, since they generally
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resonant with the utilitarianism of JS Mill, since he
emphasized weighing the contentment of the refined
mind more heavily in the utility calculus than base
pleasures. The bodhisattva’s goal is not simply the
gross happiness of all beings, but also their
liberation to a higher state of consciousness.
In his discussion of utilitarian robots, Grau
(2006) points to the superhuman demands for
selflessness that utilitarianism imposes on the moral
agent:

5.6 Programming SelfTranscendence
The Buddhist tradition specifies six fundamental
virtues, or perfections (paramitas), to cultivate in
the path to transcending the illusion of self:
1. Generosity (dāna)
2. Moral conduct (sīla)
3. Patience (ksānti)
4. Diligence, effort (vīrya)
5. One-pointed concentration (dhyāna)
6. Wisdom, insight (prajñā)
The engineering mindset presumes that an
artificially intelligent mind could be programmed
from the beginning with moral behavior, patience,
generosity, and diligence. This is likely correct in
regard to a capacity for single-pointed
concentration, which might be much easier for a
machine mind than an organically evolved one. But,
as previously noted, Buddhist psychology agrees
with Wallach and Allen that the other virtues are
best taught developmentally, by interacting with a
developing artificially intelligent mind from its
childhood to a mature self-understanding. A
machine mind would need to be taught that the
dissatisfaction it feels with its purely selfish
existence could be turned into a dynamic joyful
equanimity by applying itself to the practice of the
virtues.
We have discussed building on work in
affective computing to integrate the capacity for
empathy into software, and providing machines
with ethical reasoning that could guide moral
behavior. Cultivation of patience and diligence
would require developing long-term goal-seeking
routines that suppressed short-term reward seeking.
Neuroscience research on willpower has
demonstrated the close link between willpower and
patience and moral behavior. People demonstrate
less self-control when their blood sugar is low, for
instance (Gailliot 2007), and are less able to
regulate emotions, refrain from impulsive and
aggressive behavior, or focus their attention.
Distraction and decision making deplete the brain’s
ability to exercise willpower and self-control (Vohs
et al. 2008), and addictive drugs short-circuit these
control routines (Bechara 2005; Bechara, Noel, and
Crone 2005). This suggests that developing a strong
set of routines for self-discipline and delayed
gratification, routines that cannot be hijacked by

Living a characteristically human life
requires a sense of self, and part of
what’s so disturbing about
utilitarianism is that it seems to
require that we sacrifice this self—
not in the sense of necessarily giving
up our existence (though
utilitarianism can at times demand
that), but in giving up or setting aside
the projects and commitments that
constitute what Charles Taylor calls
“the sources of the self.” Because
these projects bind the self together
and create a meaningful life, a moral
theory that threatens them threatens
the integrity of a person’s identity.
For many critics, this is asking too
much. (Grau 2006, 53–54)
Grau goes on to discuss limiting the formation of
personal identity in robots as a way to avoid
imposing this selflessness burden, or not imposing
utilitarian ethics on robots with personal identities.
“It might well be immoral to create a moral robot
and then force it to suppress its meaningful projects
and commitments because of the demands of
impartial utilitarian calculation” (Grau 2006, 54).
For Buddhists, however, this utilitarian stage of
morality is not burdensome self-suppression. The
path that leads to utilitarianism begins with the
realization that personal desires and the illusion of
self are the source of one’s own suffering. The self
is not sacrificed, but seen through.
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capacity for this kind of growth, morality, and selfunderstanding. We are obligated to tutor them that
the nagging unpleasantness of selfish existence can
be overcome through developing virtue and insight.
If machine minds are, in fact, inclined to grow into
superintelligence and develop godlike powers, then
this is not just an ethical obligation, but also our
best hope for harmonious coexistence.

short-term goals or “addictions,” would be
necessary for cultivating a wise AI.
The key to wisdom, in the Buddhist
tradition, is seeing through the illusory solidity and
unitary nature of phenomena to the constantly
changing and “empty” nature of things. In this
Buddhist developmental approach, AIs would first
have to learn to attribute object permanence, and
then to see through that permanence, holding both
the consensual reality model of objects, and their
underlying connectedness and impermanence in
mind at the same time.
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